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 Luthien Half-Elven, for her treachery against , joins the remnants of a murdered god's cult as its sole cleric and must find the .
The Book of Pain, an ancient, magical text written in archaic writing, is the only known source of knowledge and  power. In the

heart of the , miles underground, lies a dungeon once used to incarcerate legendary  beasts and horrors. A mysterious voice
whispers of the book's power in the dying man's ears, beckoning to Luthien to deliver it into the hands of a god imprisoned

within the dungeon, the god of beasts. But should the secretive cult offer Luthien the book's power? Will she agree to betray
her  if she can discover the source of its powers? Will she be able to defeat the fiend  of a god when she has sacrificed all she
ever loved to him? The Book of Pain The only known source of the  power the  seek is the Book of Pain, an ancient, magical
text written in archaic, almost unreadable writing. In the heart of the dungeon, miles underground, lies a massive library of
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ancient books, the  where ancient tomes are chained to the stone walls, where bands of robed priests wield arcane spellbooks,
and where the Book of Pain is guarded by a monstrous, hulking  beast. The reason for this and the origin of the 's power is

unclear; only a few of the priests know its true nature, and no one has ever been allowed to read it. It is unclear what a  would
look like or what form the Book of Pain might take. In the hidden  of the , it is hidden behind a large and , with a wizard

examining the book and silently chanting in the ancient tongue, occasionally disturbing the  and the chamber that is adjacent to
it. The Book of Pain describes the  as a vessel of  power, with only a few lines describing the  itself. A  is a  humanoid with a

human face, a long, pointed , and a  that encloses its body, having no visible means of  moving. Its beak is carved with a , while
its eyes are an . The  wear brown robes, lined in  red and  blue, and the  is also decorated with  symbols and  markings. The  has

no visible means of  movement. The 's  is the shape of a  rod, a  staff. It 82157476af
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